
Figure 11. Brain Region of Interests (ROIs). Left: color is subject-specific ROI, and border overlay is subject-average common template
ROIs. Right: subject-specific ROIs. V1v: ventral stream, V1d: dorsal stream.

ROI name V1 V2 V3 V4 EBA FBA OFA FFA OPA PPA OWFA VWFA

Known Function/Selectivity primary visual mid-level body face navigation scene words

Table 4. Known function and selectivity of brain region of interests (ROIs).

A. Appendix Overview
1. Table 5 is an overview of key findings in this work.
2. Appendix B summarizes known function of brain ROIs.
3. Appendix C lists details of pre-trained models.
4. Appendix D is extended results with more ViT sizes, dif-

fusion time steps, and more subjects.
5. Appendix E is implementation details of data processing

and model training, pseudocode for visualization.
6. Appendix F summarizes state-of-the-art methods, abla-

tion study of our methods.
7. Appendix G demonstrates the resulting brain-to-network

mapping when trained with less data samples.

B. Brain Region Details
This section briefly summarizes the known functionality of
brain regions of interest (ROI). In our primary result, we in-
cluded numerical results for V1, V2, V3, OPA, PPA, EBA,
and FFA. In this appendix, we further report numerical re-
sults on FBA, OFA, OWFA, and VWFA.

Figure 11 is an overview of brain ROIs. We used subject-
specific ROIs provided by NSD [2], NSD defined subject-
specific ROIs by population receptive field (prf) and func-
tional localizer (floc) experiments. It’s worth noting that
common template ROIs are different from subject-specific
ROIs.

Table 4 is known function and selectivity for each ROI.
Briefly, V1 to V3 is the primary visual stream, they are fur-
ther divided into ventral (lower) and dorsal (upper) streams.
V4 is the mid-level visual area. EBA (extrastriate body
area) and FBA (fusiform body area) are body-selective re-
gions, FFA (fusiform face area) and OFA (occipital face
area) are face-selective, OWFA (occipital word form area)
and VWFA (visual word form area) are words selective.
PPA (parahippocampal place area) is scene and place selec-
tive, and OPA (occipital place area) is related to navigation
and spatial reasoning.



Key Observations Sections Figures & Tables

Brain Score
MAE and SAM are relatively better for the early visual brain,
CLIP and DiNOv2 are relatively better for high-level brain regions. 4.1, D.1 Fig. 4; Tab. 1, 13

SD late time-steps are uniformly good for all brain regions. 4.1, D.1 Fig. 4; Tab. 1, 13

SD late time-steps are better for early brain, mid-to-late time steps are better for late brain. D.1 Tab. 13

Brain-Net Alignment
Across all models included in this study, CLIP has the best brain-alignment. 4.2, 4.3 Fig. 5; Tab. 2

ImageNet and SAM last layer align to the mid-level visual brain, classification and segmen-
tation are mid-level brain tasks. 4.2, D.2 Fig. 5, 15

DiNOv2 and MAE last layer does not align to any brain region, mask reconstruction deviates
from the brain’s task. 4.2, D.2 Fig. 5, 15

MoCov3 last layers align better with the late ventral stream (‘what’ part) than the dorsal
stream (‘what’ part), self contrastive learning is more on semantics than spatial relationship. 4.2, D.2 Fig. 5, 15

CLIP and ImageNet early layers align with the early visual brain, SAM DiNOv2 MAE Mo-
Cov3 early layers deviate from the brain. 4.2, D.2 Fig. 5, 14

SD have less separation in layers but more in time steps.
SD encoder layers have more separation than decoder layers.
SD’s brain-alignment is more ‘soft’ compared to ViT models.
SD final time steps align to early brain regions, SD mid-late time steps align to the late brain.

4.2, D.2 Fig. 6, 16

Model Sizes
CLIP’s brain-net alignment improved as CLIP scaled up size and training data. In bigger
CLIP models, both early and late layers become more aligned with the brain. 4.3, D.3 Fig. 5, 17

SAM, ImageNet, DiNOv2, MoCov3, and MAE’s brain-net alignment decreased as they
scaled up sizes. ImageNet and DiNOv2 bigger models’ early layers deviate from the brain;
SAM, MAE, and MoCov3 bigger models’ late layers deviate from the brain.

4.3, D.3 Fig. 5, 18-22

Fine-tuning
CLIP maintained brain-alignment after fine-tuning, DiNOv2 and MAE re-wired late layers. 4.4 Fig. 7, Tab. 3

Fine-tuning performance does not correlate to change of computation layout, CLIP had the
best fine-tuning performance but DiNOv2 and MAE also had competitive performance. D.4 Tab. 14

Channels and Brain ROIs
Early visual brain uses similar channels but diverse spatial tokens.
Late visual brain use diverse channels and global token. 4.5 Fig. 8, 3

The top selected channels reveal brain ROIs’ function.
Image space features also reveal differences in various pre-trained models. D.5 Fig. 9, 29-34

Methods and Consistency
Consistent subject difference exists in both brain prediction score and brain-net alignment. D.1, 4.2 Fig. 12, 4; Tab. 13

Brain-Net mapping is consistent across random seeds within the same subject. D.2 Fig. 13

Brain-Net mapping can be trained with limited training data samples. 3K data samples is a
good trade-off for speed and quality. G Fig. 28, 27

Table 5. Overview of key observations in this work.



C. Pre-trained Model Details

This section briefly summarizes the models included in this
study. All the models are ViT architecture except for U-
Net Stable Diffusion. We primarily used models released
by their original authors, we used models from third-party
releases when size variants are unavailable from the official
release. We did not run any pre-training ourselves.

Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

CLIP XL 24 1024 224x224 14x14 DataComp-1B

CLIP L 12 768 224x224 16x16 DataComp-140M

CLIP M 12 768 224x224 32x32 DataComp-14M

CLIP S 12 768 224x224 32x32 DataComp-1.4M

Table 6. CLIP Models.

CLIP The objective of CLIP [18] (Contrastive Language-
Image Pre-Training) is to match images with their corre-
sponding text captions. The training objective is to mini-
mize a contrastive loss that increases the similarity of paired
images and text but decreases for unpaired ones. CLIP has
two branches, one for vision and one for text, we only used
the vision branch. We used a model released from the Open-
CLIP [12] repository, models are pre-trained on data from
DataComp [9]. Size variants of CLIP were trained on dif-
ferent sub-samples of data from 1B to 1.4M samples.

Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

SAM H 32 1280 1024x1024 16x16 SA-1B

SAM L 24 1024 1024x1024 16x16 SA-1B

SAM B 12 768 1024x1024 16x16 SA-1B

Table 7. SAM Models.

SAM The objective of the Segment Anything Model
(SAM) [13] is interactive segmentation with points, boxes,
or text prompts as additional input. SAM was trained with-
out the class label of the objects, but the text prompts (CLIP
embeddings) enhanced SAM’s understanding of the seman-
tics. SAM was initialized from the MAE H model. Train-
ing was done on the SA-1B dataset, which was built by the
SAM authors. SAM is an encoder-decoder design, we only
took features from the encoder part. SAM’s ViT architec-
ture does not have a class token, we used global averaging
pooling to replace the global token. We used the officially
released model weights for SAM.

ImageNet This fully supervised model was trained to
predict ImageNet [8] labels, the training was done on
ImageNet-1K from scratch without any pre-training. We
used model weights released by PyTorch Hub. We used a

model from the improved training recipe that covers state-
of-the-art training tricks and augmentations. Specifically,
we used the IMAGENET1K V1 weights, the base size
model has 81.9 ImageNet accuracy, large size model has
79.7 accuracy.

Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

ImageNet L 24 1024 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

ImageNet B 12 768 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

Table 8. ImageNet Models.

DiNOv2 The authors describe DiNOv2 [16] as DiNOv1
[4] plus iBOT [23] with the centering of SwAV [3]. Di-
NOv2 was trained with momentum self-distillation and
mask reconstruction of latent tokens. The training was done
on LVD-142M, which is a custom dataset made by the Di-
NOv2 authors. One notable difference to other models
is that DiNOv2 smaller models were distilled from bigger
models. We used the officially released model weights for
DiNOv2.

Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

DiNOv2 G 40 1536 224x224 14x14 LVD-142M

DiNOv2 L 24 1024 224x224 14x14 LVD-142M

DiNOv2 B 12 768 224x224 14x14 LVD-142M

Table 9. DiNOv2 Models.

MoCov3 The Momentum Contrastive (MoCo) [5]
method trains contrastive loss with a momentum teacher
encoder, which is an exponential moving average of the
previous iteration models. The constrastive objective is to
enforce the encoder to generate a similar representation
to the momentum model. The training was done with the
ImageNet-1K dataset. We used MoCov3 model weights
released by MMPreTrain.

Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

MoCov3 L 24 1024 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

MoCov3 B 12 768 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

MoCov3 S 12 384 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

Table 10. MoCov3 Models.

MAE The Mask Autoencoder (MAE) [11] objective is to
reconstruct the masked patches of input images given the
un-masked patches, reconstruction is in the image space.
The training was done on the ImageNet-1K dataset. MAE
used an encoder and decoder design, we only studied the
encoder part. We used the official release from the original
authors.



Model Layers Width Input Size Patch Size Training Data

MAE H 32 1280 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

MAE L 24 1024 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

MAE B 12 768 224x224 16x16 IN-1K

Table 11. MAE Models.

SD The Stable Diffusion (SD) [19] model’s objective is to
generate photo-realistic images. Although SD was trained
without supervision on the loss term, the content of the gen-
erated image is controlled by a text prompt (CLIP embed-
dings), and the text prompt enhanced the semantic under-
standing of the features. SD is a U-Net and ResNet de-
sign with cross-attention to CLIP embeddings. There are
8 layers in the U-Net encoder and 12 layers in the de-
coder, skip connection connects the encoder and decoder
blocks. There’s no class token in SD, we used global av-
eraging pooling to replace it. In the feature extraction, we
used an empty text prompt, we followed the ‘inversion’ time
steps that chain the features of different time steps. SD was
trained on LAION-5B [20] dataset. We used the Hugging-
face release of the SD version 1.5 model.

Encoder
Layers

Decoder
Layers Width

Feature
Size

Input
Size Training Data

1,2 10,11,12 320 64x64 512x512 LAION-5B

3,4 7,8,9 640 32x32 512x512 LAION-5B

5,6 4,5,6 1280 16x16 512x512 LAION-5B

7,8 1,2,3 1280 8x8 512x512 LAION-5B

Table 12. Stable Diffusion Layers.

D. Extended Results

In addition to the main results in Section 4 , this appendix
presents extended results that cover more brain ROIs, more
ViT model sizes, more diffusion time steps, and more sub-
jects. The structure of this appendix section follows the
main results:

1. Brain Score. Results on three subjects. Numerical re-
sults on more ROIs, all diffusion time steps.

2. Training Objectives and Brain-Net Alignment. Con-
sistency check. Display of raw layer selector weights.

3. Network Hierarchy and Model Sizes. Layer selector
results in more ViT model size variants.

4. Fine-tuned Models. Fine-tune performance score.
5. Channels and Brain ROIs. Top channel image feature

display on more brain ROIs.

D.1. Brain Score

In addition to the brain score reported in main results Sec-
tion 4.1 , we report 1) CLIP brain score on three subjects,
2) Numerical brain score results of ViT base size model on
more ROIs, and 3) Stable Diffusion brain score results that
cover the full time-step range. Also, in main results we re-
ported the root summed square difference of brain score, in
this appendix, we report the raw ROI-averaged brain score.

Three subjects In Figure 12 and Table 13, subject #2 has
a more predictable V1 while subject #3 has a least pre-
dictable early visual cortex. Subject #1 has a most pre-
dictable FFA and FBA. The prediction score difference
matches the brain-to-network mapping results that subject
#3 has large uncertainty in the early visual cortex (Figure
13), and subject #2 and #3 are missing the FFA region that
subject #1 has. Overall, individual difference is expected
and consistent.

ViT models In Table 13, we report the raw ROI-average
brain score. Among the ViT models, MAE has the best pre-
diction power in early visual (V1 to V3) and navigation and
spatial-relation region OPA. Interestingly, MAE has the best
score in word and letter region OWFA but not for VWFA.
CLIP has the best score in face, body, and scene-related re-
gions (EBA, FBA, OFA, FFA, PPA) followed by DiNOv2.

Diffusion time steps In Table 13, we report brain score
fixing each diffusion time step. T < 25 showed a sub-
optimal performance score in all regions. T = 35 showed
the best performance on high-level regions (EBA, FBA,
OPA, PPA), and T = 45 showed good performance for
all regions from early visual to high-level. Surprisingly,
T = 0 achieved relatively good brain score for the early
visual ROIs.



Figure 12. Brain Score. Three subjects, CLIP L (base size 12 layer) model.

ROI Brain Score R2 ↑ (± 0.001)

Model all V1 V2 V3 V4 EBA FBA OFA FFA OPA PPA OWFA VWFA

CLIP model, three subjects

CLIP (subject #1) 0.132 0.216 0.209 0.185 0.139 0.176 0.157 0.129 0.182 0.091 0.130 0.121 0.092

CLIP (subject #2) 0.154 0.247 0.183 0.192 0.188 0.182 0.134 0.098 0.136 0.126 0.199 0.083 0.140

CLIP (subject #3) 0.104 0.155 0.128 0.108 0.105 0.134 0.137 0.080 0.151 0.081 0.125 0.104 0.087

ViT models, subject #1

CLIP 0.132 0.216 0.209 0.185 0.139 0.176 0.157 0.129 0.182 0.091 0.130 0.121 0.092
SAM 0.110 0.212 0.197 0.172 0.113 0.127 0.120 0.104 0.142 0.074 0.104 0.105 0.066

ImageNet 0.120 0.205 0.202 0.174 0.127 0.159 0.143 0.117 0.169 0.076 0.121 0.109 0.077

DiNOv2 0.126 0.208 0.202 0.175 0.127 0.174 0.152 0.122 0.178 0.083 0.126 0.111 0.088
MAE 0.129 0.219 0.210 0.186 0.135 0.165 0.148 0.127 0.173 0.093 0.126 0.124 0.086

MoCov3 0.126 0.214 0.208 0.181 0.134 0.163 0.150 0.120 0.176 0.086 0.124 0.115 0.081

Stable Diffusion time steps, subject #1

T0 0.048 0.135 0.112 0.088 0.057 0.036 0.033 0.046 0.036 0.024 0.041 0.049 0.025

T5 0.062 0.151 0.130 0.103 0.070 0.053 0.050 0.055 0.056 0.039 0.055 0.058 0.033

T10 0.077 0.161 0.146 0.119 0.078 0.085 0.079 0.068 0.091 0.050 0.071 0.068 0.044

T15 0.095 0.187 0.169 0.141 0.097 0.111 0.105 0.085 0.123 0.063 0.090 0.083 0.055

T20 0.106 0.195 0.184 0.155 0.110 0.135 0.120 0.100 0.142 0.071 0.104 0.096 0.063

T25 0.112 0.199 0.191 0.161 0.109 0.149 0.127 0.109 0.151 0.076 0.112 0.103 0.068

T30 0.121 0.207 0.202 0.177 0.129 0.163 0.138 0.118 0.163 0.080 0.121 0.114 0.076

T35 0.125 0.212 0.205 0.178 0.128 0.170 0.145 0.123 0.169 0.084 0.126 0.118 0.083
T40 0.123 0.215 0.207 0.177 0.123 0.169 0.143 0.120 0.169 0.080 0.123 0.116 0.075

T45 0.125 0.215 0.208 0.181 0.130 0.170 0.145 0.124 0.170 0.082 0.125 0.119 0.078

T50 0.124 0.213 0.207 0.179 0.124 0.169 0.144 0.123 0.168 0.082 0.124 0.120 0.081

Table 13. Brain Score. ViT models are base size 12-layer. Bold marks best within each category, bold italic marks the second best. Top:
CLIP model on three subjects. Middle: ViT models on subject #1. Bottom: Stable Diffusion model time steps on subject #1. Insights: 1)
individual difference exists, subject #3’s early visual cortex is significantly less predictable. 2) CLIP and DiNOv2 are better for late brain
regions, and MAE is better for the early visual cortex. 3) Stable Diffusion T35 is better for late brain regions, and T45 is better for early
visual cortex.



D.2. Training Objectives and Brain-Net Alignment

In this section, we show: 1) consistency of brain-net align-
ment across random seeds, and 2) expanded raw layer se-
lector weights.

Random seed consistency In the main results Section 4.2
we found consistent differences across subjects. In this ex-
periment, we repeated the same model and subject for 3
different random seeds. Results are in Figure 13, we found
subjects #1 and #2 had consistent brain-to-layer mapping
across random seeds. Subject #3 was less consistent across
random seeds, note that subject #3 also had the lowest data
quality (brain score, Table 13).

Raw layer selector weights In our main results Sections
3.2 and 4.2 , we displayed argmax and confidence of se-
lected layers. In Figure 14-16, we display the raw output of
layer selector weights for 1) 6 ViT base size 12-layer mod-
els, and 2) Stable Diffusion model fix time step T40 layer
selection and fix decoder layer 6 time-step selection.

There are some interesting observations that are hard to
conclude from the argmax plot but more visible in the raw
weights: 1) CLIP layer 11 is strongly aligned to EBA but
also weakly aligned to the mid-level dorsal stream. 2) Im-
ageNet’s last layer is weakly aligned to all regions expect
EBA and FFA. 3) SAM’s last layer is weakly aligned to
the mid-to-high level dorsal stream and mid-level ventral
stream. 4) DiNOv2’s last two layers’ alignment weakly fol-
lows layer 10. 5) MAE layer 10 strongly aligns to mid-to-
high level dorsal and ventral stream, MAE last layer does
not align to any brain regions. 6) MoCov3 layer 11 aligns
with the late ventral stream but not the dorsal stream, and
MoCov3’s layer 12 aligns with EBA.

(a) CLIP

(b) MAE

Figure 13. Random Seed Consistency. CLIP (up) and MAE
(down) model, 3 subjects (columns) and 3 random seeds (rows).



Figure 14. Raw Layer Selector weights (Part 1). Layer 1 to 6 of ViT base size 12-layer models. The number tailing model name is the
layer index.



Figure 15. Raw Layer Selector weights (Part 2). Layer 7 to 12 of ViT base size 12-layer models. The number tailing model name is the
layer index.



Figure 16. Raw Layer Selector weights (Part 3). Stable Diffusion model. SD(E): 8 encoder layers (fixed at T=40). SD(D): 12 decoder
layers (fixed at T=40). SD(T*): 50 time steps (fixed at decoder layer no. 6). The number tailing model name is the layer or time step index.



D.3. Network Hierarchy and Model Sizes

In this section, we expand the main results Section 4.3
brain-layer alignment display to include more size variants.
Details for pre-trained models, including layer, width, input
size, patch size, and training data, are in Appendix C.

CLIP CLIP models showed increasing brain-net align-
ment as they scaled up both data and size. Both early
and late layers in larger CLIP models are more selected by
the brain. Notable, CLIP (M) and CLIP (S) were trained
with the same model size but ×10 smaller training samples,
CLIP (S) showed low confidence selection for the whole
visual brain and only the late layers were more selected.

Figure 17. CLIP Brain-Net Alignment. XL to M are size and
data variants, M and S are the same size but have smaller training
data.

SAM SAM models showed decreasing brain-net align-
ment as they scaled up sizes. Larger SAM models’ late
layers were not selected; SAM’s early layers were not se-
lected in all model sizes. The uncertainty of selection went
up in the early visual cortex for larger SAM models.

Figure 18. SAM Brain-Net Alignment. Size variants, same train-
ing data.

ImageNet ImageNet models showed decreasing brain-net
alignment as the size scales up. Base size ImageNet model’s
early and late were both selected, larger size ImageNet
model’s early layers were not selected.

Figure 19. ImageNet Brain-Net Alignment. Size variants, same
training data.

DiNOv2 DiNOv2 models showed decreasing brain-net
alignment when scaled up. Larger DiNOv2 models’ early
layers were less selected, only the last 1/4 of the layers were
selected for the gigantic model. The first 1/2 of the layers
were not selected for DiNOv2 models of all sizes.

Figure 20. DiNOv2 Brain-Net Alignment. Size variants, same
training data.

MAE MAE models showed increasing brain-net align-
ment from base to large, decreasing from large to huge.
MAE’s early layers were not selected for the base size
model, selected for the large and huge size models. MAE’s
late layers were not selected for the huge size model, se-
lected for the base and large models. The huge model had
more separation of semantic brain regions.

Figure 21. MAE Brain-Net Alignment. Size variants, same train-
ing data.

MoCov3 MoCov3 showed decreasing brain-net align-
ment as size scales up. MoCov3’s late layers were more
selected for small and base size models, and MoCov3’s late
layers were significantly less selected for large size models.



Figure 22. MoCov3 Brain-Net Alignment. Size variants, same
training data.

D.4. Fine-tuned Model

In the main results Section 4.4 , we attached an MLP pre-
diction head to the last layer class token and fine-tuned the
whole model to ISIC and EuroSAT tasks. In our main re-
sults, we found CLIP to maintain its computation layouts
after fine-tuning while SAM and DiNOv2 re-wired their late
layers and surfer from catastrophic forgetting.

Brain score after fine-tuning In this appendix, we quan-
titatively compare brain score before and after fine-tuning.
In Figure 23. Brain score of CLIP dropped from 0.131
to 0.115 after fine-tuning, DiNOv2 dropped from 0.128 to
0.085, SAM dropped from 0.111 to 0.086. The fact that
CLIP dropped less brain score further support the observa-
tion that CLIP maintain computation layouts.

Fine-tune last layer performance In this appendix, we
further reported the fine-tuning performance score in Ta-
ble 14. CLIP had the best performance overall. Interest-
ingly, SAM and DiNOv2 also had competitive performance
despite their late layers being mostly re-wired (Section 4.4).
We found the fine-tuning performance score does not corre-
late to the changes in brain alignments.

Fine-tuned Accuracy ↑
Dataset CLIP MAE SAM DiNOv2

ISIC (±0.008) 0.640 0.589 0.627 0.622

EuroSAT (±0.004) 0.954 0.936 0.885 0.946

Table 14. Fine-tuned performance score. Average of 10 runs. The
whole model is fine-tuned with the prediction head attached to the
last layer class token.

Grid search on which layer to fine-tune In the main re-
sults, we stated that “ISIC requires low-level features”, we
verify this statement in this appendix. In this experiment,
we ran a grid search that attached the prediction head to
each layer, layers before the prediction layer are trained,
and layers after the prediction layer are discarded. In Fig-
ure 24, on ISIC, we found CLIP layer 7 reached peak perfor-
mance, and other models also peaked at mid-to-late layers;

Figure 23. Brain score before and after fine-tuning on small
datasets (ISIC, EuroSAT). Brain score of CLIP dropped less com-
pare to DiNOv2 and SAM. CLIP suffer less from catastrophic for-
getting.

on EuroSAT, all models’ performance peaked at the last or
second-last layer. Overall, the ISIC task relies on low-level
features, EuroSAT task relies on high-level features.

2 4 6 8 10 12

0.5
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ISIC

2 4 6 8 10 12
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0.9

Layer
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CLIP SAM MAE DINOv2

Figure 24. Grid search of fine-tuned layer. Average of 10 runs.
The prediction head is attached to one layer, later layers are dis-
carded.



D.5. Channels and Brain ROIS

In the main results Section 4.5 , we displayed the top se-
lected channel in latent image space for V1 and FFA. In
this appendix, we further display all ROIs: V1, V2, V3, V4,
EBA, FBA, OFA, FFA, OPA, PPA, OWFA, and VWFA. Re-
sults are in Figure 29 to 34. Methods and pseudocode are in
Appendix E.2.

Comparing across all ROIs, we found:
• from V1 to V4, features become increasingly abstract
• EBA captures the body but not including face, EBA has

two global patterns for whether a human is present
• FBA captures body including face, FBA has two global

patterns for whether a human is present
• OFA segments out object and background
• FFA reacts to face centered at the eyeball, FFA has two

global patterns for whether a human is present
• OPA segments out the central object but not peripheral

objects
• PPA reacts uniformly to the whole image
• OWFA segments out the object and background
• VWFA has two global patterns for whether a human is

present
Comparing across all models, we found:

• SAM’s V1 to V4 features have finer segmentation of ob-
jects, SAM’s EBA activates less on bodies, SAM’s OPA
does not capture the global layout, and SAM’s OWFA
does not capture abstract representation.

• MAE’s EBA activates less on bodies, MAE’s FBA acti-
vates more on bodies and faces.

• CLIP’s V4 has less activation on the central object,
CLIP’s EBA reacts to human bodies FBA reacts to ani-
mal bodies.

• DiNOv2’s V3 showed grid structure, DiNOv2’s EBA and
FBA react to human bodies but less to animal bodies.

E. Methods Details
E.1. NSD Data Processing Details

We used the officially released GLMsingle [17] beta3
preparation of the data, the pre-processing pipeline con-
sists of motion correlation, hemodynamic response function
(HRF) selection for each voxel, nuisance regressor estima-
tion via PCA, and finally, a general linear model (GLM) is
fit independently for each voxel with selected HRF and nui-
sance regressor. In addition to the officially released pre-
processing, we applied session-wise z-score to each voxel
independently [10]. We used the official release of the data
on FreeSurfer average (brain surface) space. There’s a total
of 327,684 vertices for the whole cerebral cortex and sub-
cortical regions, we only used 37,984 vertices in the visual
cortex defined by the ‘nsdgeneral’ ROI. We used coordi-
nates of vertices in inflated brain surface space.

E.2. Model and Visualization Pseudocode Code

Model (FactorTopy) Pseudocode Listing 1 presents a
PyTorch-style pseudocode for our main FactorTopy model.
The factorized selectors in Equation 1 are implemented as
separate MLPs with tanh, softmax, and sigmoid ac-
tivation functions, respectively. pe is sinusoidal positional
encoding.

Channel Clustering We clustered selected channels (lin-
ear regression weights w) into 20 clusters in primary results
Section 4.5 and Appendix D.5. The procedure for cluster-
ing is: 1) use kernel trick w̄ = wTw, w ∈ RD×N where D
is channel dimension, N is the number of voxels. 2) use k-
means clustering on w̄ with euclidean distance, k=1000. 3)
use Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering on the k-means
centroids, euclidean distance, and Ward’s method, iterative
merge until resulting in 20 clusters.

Channel Visualization Pseudocode In the main results
Section 4.5 and Appendix D.5, we visualized the top se-
lected channel in image space for brain ROIs. The moti-
vation for the image space visualization is to plot the top
selected channel for an ROI of voxels; voxels’ linear re-
gression weights are functioning as ‘channel selection’ that
answers “which channels best predict my brain response?”.

In a single voxel case, we can 1) obtain local tokens
RD×H×W by summing features RL×D×H×W with layer
selector weight ω̂i ∈ RL, 2) sum local tokens RD×H×W

with regression weight wi ∈ RD, output a greyscale image
R1×H×W .

To extend to an ROI of voxels, we 1) summed local to-
kens from all layer RL×D×H×W by ROI-average layer se-
lector weights ω̂∗ = 1

|roi|
∑

i∈roi ω̂i, where |roi| = N ′,
output RD×H×W , 2) applied PCA to reduce linear regres-



### FactorTopy model ###
# x: Tensor, [B, 3, 224, 224], B := batch size
# coord: Tensor, [N, 3], N := number of voxels

## 1. backbone
local_tokens, global_tokens = backbone(x)
# local_tokens: dict, {layer: [B, C, H, W]}
# global_tokens: dict, {layer: [B, C]}

## 2a. downsample, (H, W) -> (8, 8)
local_tokens = downsample(local_tokens)

## 2b. layer-unique bottleneck, C -> D
for layer in layers:

local_tokens[layer] = bottle_neck[layer](
local_tokens[layer]) # [B, D, 8, 8]

global_tokens[layer] = bottle_neck[layer](
global_tokens[layer]) # [B, D]

## 3. multi-selectors
space = tanh(space_mlp(pe(coord))) # [N, 2]
layer = softmax(layer_mlp(pe(coord))) # [N, L]
scale = sigmoid(scale_mlp(pe(coord))) # [N, 1]

## 4. get v
# get v_local
v_local = bilinear_interpolate(

local_tokens, space) # [B, N, D, L]
# sum v_local and v_global
v_global = stack(global_tokens).repeat(1, N)

# [B, N, D, L]
v = v_local * (1-scale) + v_global * scale

# [B, N, D, L]
# sum over layers
v = (v * layer).sum(dim=-1) # [B, N, D]

## 5. voxel-specific linear regression
y = (v * w).mean(dim=-1) + b # [B, N]

Listing 1. PyTorch-style pseudocode of our methods FactorTopy.

sion weights RD×N ′
along the dimension of number of vox-

els N ′, output RD×3, 3) applied top 3 PC weights to local
tokens to reduce the channel dimension D of local tokens,
output RGB image R3×H×W . A complete pseudocode is in
Listing 2.

E.3. Training Details

Hardware and Wall-clock We conducted experiments
on a mixture of Nvidia A6000 and RTX4090 GPUs. Fea-
tures of the pre-trained model are pre-computed and cached.
We used bottleneck dimension D = 128; increasing D will
significantly increase computation intensity as the number
of brain voxels (vertices) is large (37,984). A full data (22K
data samples) model converges in 1 to 3 hours for 12 to 40
layer models respectively. A partial data (3K data samples)
12-layer model converges in 30 minutes.

### top channel visualization ###
# x: Tensor, [3, 224, 224], batch size is 1
# coord: Tensor, [N, 3], N := number of voxels
# roi_mask: Tensor, [N], boolean, sum = N'

## 1. backbone
local_tokens, global_tokens = backbone(x)
# local_tokens: dict, {layer: [C, H, W]}

## 2b. layer-unique bottleneck, C -> D
for layer in layers:

local_tokens[layer] = bottle_neck[layer](
local_tokens[layer]) # [D, H, W]

local_tokens = stack(local_tokens)
# [L, D, H, W]

## 3. multi-selectors
layer = softmax(layer_mlp(pe(coord[roi_mask])))

# [N', L]

## 4. sum local_tokens by ROI
layer_weights = layer.mean(0) # [L]
local_tokens = sum(layer_weights * local_tokens)

# [D, H, W]

## 5. PCA on linear regression weights
_w = w[:, roi_mask] # [D, N']
_pc_w = pca(_w) # [D, 3]

## 6. RGB image
image = _pc_w.t() @ local_tokens # [3, H, W]

Listing 2. PyTorch-style pseudocode for channel visualization.

Optimizer and Training Recipe For training brain en-
coding models, we used the AdamW optimizer, batch size
8, learning rate 1e-3, betas (0.9, 0.999), and weight decay
1e-2. We trained for 1,000 steps per epoch, with an early
stopping of 20 epochs. Models reached maximum valida-
tion score at 40,000 to 60,000 steps, and the multi-selectors
in our methods became stable after 10,000 steps. For each
model, we saved the top 10 validation checkpoints and used
ModelSoup [21] to average the best validation checkpoints
and greedily optimize the score on the test set. We did not
apply any data augmentation, existing data augmentation is
not useful for brain encoding because the prediction target
(brain) is not transformed alongside the input image.

Loss and Regularization We used smooth L1 loss
(beta=0.1) with an additional decaying regularization term
on layer selector ω̂layer. The motivation for regularization
is the use of softmax activation function in layer selector
MLP leads to vanishing gradient at one-hot output, layer
selector converges to a singular selection for all voxels (Fig-
ure 25) if with insufficient regularization,



lossreg = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(

∑L
l=1 ω̂

layer
i,l log ω̂layer

i,l∑L
l=1

1
L log 1

L

)

decay = max(0, 1− stepi
steptotal

)

loss = lossl1 + λ ∗ lossreg ∗ decay

(3)

N is number of voxels, L is number of layers, λ is set to
0.1, stepi is the current training step, steptotal is total steps
of linear decaying. In Table 15, we ran a grid search of
steptotal and concluded to use a total decay step of 6000;
the same total decay step is set for all models. Figure 25
shows the resulting brain-to-layer mapping when trained
with less regularization decay steps. When trained with in-
sufficient regularization, layer selection converges to a local
minimum (Table 15) of selecting only the last layer (Fig-
ure 25).

It’s worth noting that it’s possible to optimize the per-
formance score by searching optimal decay steps for every
model. However, we use entropy as a confidence measure-
ment (Equation 2) in our experiments. The regularization
term impacts the resulting confidence value, thus, we set the
same total decay step (6000) for all models to avoid unfair
comparison of confidence measurement.

Decay Steps, Brain Score R2 ↑ (± 0.001)
Model 2000 4000 6000 8000

CLIP 0.093 0.128 0.131 0.132
DiNOv2 0.113 0.126 0.126 0.125

Table 15. Performance score w.r.t. total decay steps for regulariza-
tion term. Grid search with CLIP and DiNOv2 base size 12-layer
model. Average of 3 runs.

Figure 25. Layer selector output w.r.t. regularization decay total
steps, number is total steps.

F. Related Work: State-of-the-art Methods
In the main text Section F.1, we compared our methods
against the state-of-the-art methods’ most salient design,
but not their original methods. In this appendix, we discuss
the competition-winning approaches in detail and explain
the motivation for comparing their most salient design but
not their original methods.

Experiment Setting Our experiment setting is different
from the competition-winning methods. They build an
ensemble of ROI-unique models, there’s less demand for
voxel-wise feature selection in ROI-unique models because
voxels in the same ROI select similar features. However,
we build one all-ROI model that covers all visual brain vox-
els, and the local similarity and global diversity of vox-
els emphasized the importance of factorized and topology-
constrained feature selection introduced in this work. Over-
all, existing work use pre-defined ROIs and ensemble of
ROI-unique models, we build one all-ROI model.

Past Algonauts competition-winning methods used an
ensemble with a grid search of layers [6, 10]. The best
single-layer model outperforms averaging or concatenating
multiple layers. We aim to build a single all-ROI model that
dynamically selects layers for voxels in every ROI. In Fig-
ure 26, we verified that our layer selector weights matched
the grid search score of single-layer models.
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0.12 ROI: V1v

4 8 12 16 20 24
0.00
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Figure 26. Grid search matched layer selector weights. Right y-
axis is selector weights, and left y-axis is prediction score. Blue
curve: per-layer model grid search score; Red line: score with
layer selection; Green line: score with uniform layer average. Grid
search with class token only.



Algonauts 2021 winner, patchToken The Algonauts
2021 challenge was hosted with another 3T fMRI dataset
[14] but not NSD. The Algonauts 2021 dataset lacks the
high data quality that NSD has, the lower data quality lim-
ited the effect of novel model building. The Algonauts 2021
competition winners (the top 3 methods are summarized in
supplementary of [14]) used primitive methods that do not
select unique features for each voxel but compress the flat-
tened patches into one feature vector for all voxels. All vox-
els use the same feature vector. The most salient design in
Algonauts 2021 is the patch compression module, patch-
Token, we re-implemented their methods (Table 3, patch-
Token) and found that patchToken methods achieved sub-
optimal performance on the high-quality dataset NSD.

GNet by NSD Before the Algonauts 2023 challenge,
for the NSD dataset, the commonly used state-of-the-
art method is GNet introduced by the NSD authors [2].
GNet introduced a layer-specific spatial pooling field for
each voxel, which is a non-factorized and non-topology-
constrained feature selection for each voxel. The original
GNet was an end-to-end CNN trained from scratch, later
studies [7] swapped the image backbone model with frozen
state-of-the-art pre-trained ViT models to increase the per-
formance. In our comparison we used a frozen CLIP XL
model for all the models, so it’s not the original GNet.
The most salient design in GNet is the layer-specific spa-
tial pooling field, we re-implemented the spatial pooling
field design and compared it with our methods (Table 3,
GNetViT). Notably, GNetViT requires quadratic memory
and computation because of the unique L×H ×W spatial
pooling field for each voxel.

Algonauts 2023 first place Our methods is an extension
of the Algonauts 2023 winning methods Memory Encod-
ing Model (Mem) [22]. Mem used topology constraints but
only partially factorized the feature selection (they are miss-
ing the scale axis). In our methods, we further introduced
fully factorized feature selection. There are some major dif-
ferences between our work and their settings: 1) We only
consider one image as input, Mem used extra information
including past 32 images, behavior response, and time in-
formation, extra information led to a shocking 10% chal-
lenge score boost. 2) We build one single all-ROI model,
Mem builds an ensemble of ROI-unique models. 3) We ran
the training only once, Mem used dark knowledge distil-
lation and ran the training twice. 4) We only used voxels
in the visual brain, Mem additionally used voxels outside
the visual brain to increase data samples. 5) We only used
one subject for training, Mem trained a shared backbone
for all 8 subjects. Mem’s is partially factorized (without
scale axis) and topology-constrained feature selection, we
included Mem’s most salient design in our ablation study in
Table 3 “- no scale sel”.

Algonauts 2023 second place For the second place win-
ning methods of the Algonauts 2023 challenge [1], the most
important factors to their winning are: 1) they used extra
information including behavior response and time informa-
tion, which led to a 4% challenge score boost, 2) they built
ROI-unique models ensemble, and 3) they trained on 8 sub-
jects. For the methods, they used a Detection Transformer
(DETR) style attention mask with ROIs as queries. Their
feature selection is voxel-shared but ROI-specific and also
image-specific, not factorized or topology constrained. The
DETR-style attention mask requires quadratic computation
resources, their methods is possible to run for 36 ROIs as
queries but impossible for 37,984 voxels as queries. We
did not include the transformer methods in the comparison
because their methods fundamentally rely on pre-defined
ROIs and are unable to scale up to voxels. The closest com-
parison to this transformer method is GNetViT.

Algonauts 2023 third place For the third place winning
methods of the Algonauts 2023 challenge [15], the most im-
portant factors that contributed to their winning are: 1) they
ensembled 6 backbone models, 2) they pre-trained mod-
els on all ROI and all subjects, then fine-tuned ROI-unique
models for each subject, and 3) they used a bag of train-
ing tricks. Their method used the same feature vector for
voxels in the same ROI, similar to the patchToken methods
in Algonauts 2021. However, it remains unclear how they
compressed the L×C×H×W feature into one feature vec-
tor. We did not include this method in the comparison be-
cause the feature compression module is unclear, the closest
comparison is classToken and patchToken.

F.1. Performance and Complexity

Previous state-of-the-art brain encoding approaches made
diverse choices on image encoders and feature selections.
We re-implemented them to avoid unfair comparison by
keeping their most salient design choices but swapping
them in standard components. We used CLIP-XL [9, 12]
backbone for the image encoder for all methods.

There are three distinct types of feature selections. 1)
The simplest way is to leverage the class tokens, classTo-
ken, by taking it from each layer, RL×C , applies a layer-
unique transformation to RL×D, and average pools across
the layers to obtain a RD feature vector. 2) The second
way, patchComp, extracts information from the patch im-
age token, allowing finer pixel region selection: flattened
features first along the spatial dimension H × W for each
layer and fed RC×H×W to a layer-unique-MLP that com-
pressed it to a RD feature vector. 3) Finally, in the style of
GNet [2], we construct a layer-specific 2D selection mask
to pool RL×D×H×W into a vector of RL×D, followed by
pooling layers to obtain a RD feature vector. In the abla-
tion study of our network (FactorTopy), we created several



versions each by replacing one of the factorized selectors
in layer, space, and scale and with average pooling. We
also created a more robust version by sampling three times
in the space selection. Comparison results are reported in
Table 16.

Method Time‡ MACs
Brain Score R2 ↑ (± 0.001)

all V1v V3v EBA

classToken ×1 ×1 0.100 0.085 0.075 0.173

patchToken [14] ×1 ×1 0.122 0.176 0.163 0.165

GNetViT [2] ×94 ×17 0.124 0.174 0.146 0.174

FactorTopy (Ours) ×3 ×1.2 0.132 0.205 0.179 0.175
- w/o topology ×3 ×1.4 0.130 0.197 0.176 0.174

- no layer sel ×3 ×1.2 0.125 0.181 0.162 0.174

- no space sel ×3 ×1.2 0.117 0.094 0.089 0.175

- no scale sel ×3 ×1.2 0.131 0.201 0.177 0.175

+ multiple sample ×7 ×1.6 0.134 0.207 0.182 0.176

Table 16. Performance Ablation. Average of 3 runs. ‡: wall-
clock.



Figure 27. Brain-to-Network alignment trained with limited data samples. Base size models, number of samples marked in brackets.

G. Limited Training Samples

Practical use of our brain-to-network mapping tool for net-
work visualization requires our network to be trained effi-

ciently. Using data scaling experiments shown in Figure 28
and Figure 27, we conclude that teaching our model with
3K sample images (30 minutes on RTX4090) offers a good
trade-off. Our topological constraints and factorized feature



selection (FactorTopy) scales better to less training data.
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Figure 28. Performance w.r.t. training data sample, in log scale.
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Figure 29. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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Figure 30. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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Figure 31. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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Figure 32. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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Figure 33. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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Figure 34. Top 3 selected channels for voxels in one brain ROI (methods in Appendix E.2, findings in Appendix D.5).
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